From the County Archives
Local record entry [ ]
Ex. of Pat. Vol. I pp. 72-79 Map
Sealed 80 chains to inch. Surveyed March 1871
Accompanying documents:

From Other Sources
Expediente No. 391 and Expediente notes

Original Grant

4 sq. leagues
José Joaquin Ortega and Ed. Stokes
Manuel Micheltoreona
Nov. 9, 1844

Joaquin Ortega et al.

[United States]
May 14, 1872
17,719.40 A.

United States Patent

By whom
Date
Acreage

United States: Ramona S-SE-E-C.

Other Map Refs:
GLO Map 1923 T 12S, R 3E, SEM.

Index Headings for Card File (main heading given first)

Santa Ysabel [Ortega]
Rancho Santa Ysabel [Ortega]
Santa Isabel [Ortega]

Additional Data (see also back of sheet)
"Ortega (José Joaquin)...in '43-45...grantee of Sta Isabel...iv 621."[BC iv 760.].
Stokes (Edward)...in '43-44 was grantee of the Pamo and Santa Isabel ranchos. iv 621."[BC v 735].
"Ranches of the S. Diego district in 1841-5....Santa Isabel, 4 leagues, granted to J. J. Ortega and Edward Stokes, who were the claimants."[BC iv 621].

California State Historical Association "Rancho" Catalog
Compiled by WPA Project C-5716 - 1937
239,191, S.D., 391. Jose Joaquin Ortega and Edouardo Stokes, claimants for Santa Isabel, 4 square leagues, in San Diego county, granted Nov. 9, 1844, by Manuel Michel, by torena to Jose Ortega and Edouardo Stokes; claim filed May 25, 1852, rejected by the Commission Sept. 19, 1854, and confirmed by the District Court Feb. 8, 1858.

Hoffman Index 1862